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Editorial Note
Cytopathology may be a boarded subspecialty of Anatomic
Pathology. Generally outlined it's a diagnostic discipline that needs
application of distinct and distinct sets of criteria for analysis of
patient samples from numerous anatomic locations. Specific
diagnostic criteria area unit needed as a result of the unifying theme of
biology samples is that the proven fact that cells area unit spread and
so gift outside the context of tissue design. That's to mention, cells
area unit either soiled onto a slide (conventional Pap test; brushings
from airway, bile duct. Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA) diagnostic assay
material) or suspended in an exceedingly liquid medium and
processed by varied techniques as applicable (e.g. Liquid-based Pap
test; CSF; effusion fluids; FNA material). Though the first operate of a
cytopathology is to fitly apply cytopathology criteria to gain Associate
in nursing correct diagnosing, it's additionally necessary to grasp
specimen procurance and specimen process. It’s essential for the
cytopathology’s to understand once a diagnosing cannot and will not
be preferred; to understand the importance of clinical history within
the formulation of Differential Diagnoses; and to understand the
impact of a microscopic anatomy diagnosing on patient management.

The cytopathology’s may be a patient advocate which will decide
once a procedure could also be performed and that appurtenant tests
could also be indicated. A cytopathology’s performs FNA biopsies or
assesses adequacy of Associate in Nursing FNA procedure performed
by another professional person and per se is directly concerned in
patient care. Even once the cytopathology’s isn't concerned within the
performance of procedures, applicable interaction with clinicians is
important in guaranteeing that patients receive optimum care. These
area unit all activities within which several competencies play a job
and become notably interlacing. The cytopathology’s should
demonstrate expertness in human activity with each patients and
health care suppliers, ability in performance of procedure and/or
specimen interpretation, understanding of the system within which he
or she is active, and data associated with specimen handling and
patient management. The cytopathology’s should be ready to fitly
sorting specimens to allow optimum diagnostic analysis and to avoid
the requirement for repeat procedures.
Academic activities are a crucial element of the UIC Cytopathology
Division. Faculty, employees and residents area unit continuously
concerned in comes and opportunities for presentation and publication
that enhance the biology service.
Cytopathology and biology area unit diagnostic processes by that
the cells obtained from diagnostic assay, fluid samples, scrapings, or
brushings area unit especially ready and examined with a magnifier.
These tests area unit accustomed examine single cells or tiny clusters
of cells and to assess whether or not they area unit traditional or show
signs of wellness. Cytopathology and biology reports describe
findings that facilitate verify whether or not or not the examined cells
have characteristics of diseases, like infection, inflammation, or
cancer.
Cytopathology is that the study of wellness at the cellular level.
"Cyto" refers to cell and "pathology" to wellness.
Cytology will be done as a screening check or an assay. As an
example, the Papanicolaou smear may be biology check accustomed
screen for abnormal cells on the cervix, even once there's no sign of
wellness.
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